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PLAUX Dishwashers of the GSD 500-N series, as a push-through model or corner model are
recommended as an entrance model particularly for smaller to medium catering business

Advantages at a glance:

- Fully automatic operation with 3 standard washing programs: 60 / 90 / 120 seconds

- 2 special programmes:
  - Practical self-cleaning programme for everydag cleaning
  - Intensive programme for studbbornly dirty dishes

- Completely double walled execution for low noise levels and few heat emissions

- Optimum filtering of washing lye by the micro filter sytem - washing lye is constantly being filtered during the rinsing
  cycle.

- Built in rinse aid dosing device

- The smoothly lifting hood can be opened without big force fro every position

- The internal tank heating provides perfect rinsing temperature
- Easy cleaning of the seamlessly deep drawn tank interior thanks to rounded corners

- The integrated diagnosis system indicates service information in the display

- Query of rinse and washing temperatures is possible via the display

- The best cleaning result, the easiest operation and the highest reliability
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Specifications
Ordre number     883635
Dimensions (L x W x H) mm   633 x 755 x 1570
Total connected load kW   8,7
Voltage V/Hz     400V, 2N, 50 Hz
Theoretical washing output baskets/h  60
Basket size mm     500 x 500
Quantity of washing programs   3 + 2 special programs
Program duration in seconds   60 / 120 / 240
Dish module height mm    465
Tank/ boiler content litres   22/6
Pumping capacity kW    0,7
Heater tank and boiler kW   0,21 & 8,0
Water flow temperature °C   15 - 50
Water consumption/ washing phase litres 2,7
Water drain Ø mm    32
Water supply     R 3/4" pressure hose
Dynamic water pressure    2,5 - 6

We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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